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Award-Winning Author Aims to End the “Laughter Drought” with New Book
Uncorked & Off the Chain Is a Second Helping of Laughs from Comedic Author Jameson Gregg
Alpharetta, GA – Jameson Gregg brings us Uncorked & Off the Chain as his
second book and the first in a series of offbeat ramblings of a zany comic.
A Harvard University study determined that adults in America are in a
“laughter drought.” Adults are only laughing about 15 times a day, while
children laugh an average of 400 times a day. Uncorked & Off the Chain is here
to quench the thirst for chuckling with 175 handspun slices of prose ranging
from sports, gambling, and edgy tales, to marriage, dogs, and mass
consumption of cocktails.
“Everybody loves to laugh,” says Gregg. “It provides instant gratification
and an endorphin burst. Some pieces will resonate with every reader in a
long-lasting and personal way. Writings that they will not soon forget.”
Gregg seeks to bring comic relief to a vastly underserved market of readers seeking quick-hitting and
scintillating material. Uncorked & Off the Chain zings with quick reads of one to two pages—perfect for
busy lifestyles.
Uncorked & Off the Chain will be available on Amazon.com, shop.booklogix.com, BarnesandNoble.com,
and jamesongregg.com on May 14, 2021.
You can catch Gregg later this year at Gold Rush Days in Dahlonega, Georgia, and The Mountain
Moonshine Festival in Dawsonville, Georgia.
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Uncorked & Off the Chain
Offbeat Ramblings of a Zany Comic

“An unrestrained grab bag of rapid-fire observations … hilarious.”
— Kirkus Reviews
“… from the goofily profound to the profoundly goofy.”
— Man Martin, three-time Georgia Author of the Year
Uncorked & Off the Chain delivers chops and attitude with zany
cutting-edge opinions, observational humor, and tales from the wild
side. No topic is off limits, from sports, gambling, and edgy tales, to
marriage, dogs, and mass consumption of cocktails.
Everybody loves to laugh. Uncorked & Off the Chain provides instant gratification for those
looking for quick-hitting literary humor. Average entries of one to two pages fits every busy
lifestyle.
__________________________________________________________________________
Jameson Gregg, a lawyer for the first half of his career, came to his senses, hung up
his wingtips, and got busy writing humor. His first book, Luck Be A Chicken: a comic
novel, won for him Georgia Author of the Year in 2015.

_______________________________________________________________
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Biography of Jameson Gregg
Jameson Gregg practiced law for twenty years in Georgia’s Golden
Isles and achieved the highest national ranking for lawyers before
hanging up his wingtips to pick up a pen to pursue his passion for
writing humor. Offbeat college jobs influencing his worldview include
Mississippi River tugboat deckhand, taxi driver, iceman in a chicken
plant, and traveling circus promoter.
Jameson is a multi-award-winning author. In 2015, he won Georgia
Author of the Year for his first book, Luck Be A Chicken: a comic novel.
Northeast Writers Group named him Writer of the Year in 2016, and in 2018, he took top prize
in the Georgia Bar Journal’s annual Fiction Writing Contest.
A Mississippi native and graduate of Ole Miss and Mississippi College School of Law, he now
resides in the mountains of North Georgia with his wife, Maureen, and boss dog, Molly.

To schedule an interview with author Jameson Gregg, please email marketing@booklogix.com
or call 470-239-8547.

Jameson Gregg on writing Uncorked & Off the Chain
When did you first take an interest in writing?
During high school, I only read books assigned by teachers. I arrived at Ole Miss with wide-eyed
curiosity and began reading on a much wider scope—avant-garde magazines, gonzo literature, and
comic novels, in addition to Faulkner, Hemingway, Twain, and other writers of classics. I developed a
deep appreciation for brilliant and talented writers.
I started writing in those halcyon college days, but due to my desire to choose a path more likely to put
food on the table, writing took a back seat. During my successful twenty-year law practice, the burn to
write always simmered just below the surface. I finally hung up my wingtips and got busy pursuing my
passion.

Is this the first book you have written?
My first book, Luck Be A Chicken: a comic novel, won for me 2015 Georgia Author of the Year. The
competition judge wrote, “The wit is reminiscent of Twain,” and “a must-read” for Foxworthy fans.
Uncorked & Off the Chain is my second book.

What do you hope readers will gain from reading Uncorked & Off the Chain?
Everybody loves to laugh. It provides instant gratification and an endorphin burst. Laughter is nature’s
stress reliever. Recent studies show that humor is essential to how many of us view ourselves and is the
number one form of expression for many. A striking statistic: babies laugh over 400 times a day and if
you are over thirty-five years old, you laugh on average only fifteen times a day. A Harvard study
concluded that adults in America are in the midst of a “laughter drought.”
Uncorked serves up humor and satire with chops and attitude—175 handspun slices of prose ranging
from sports, gambling, and edgy tales, to marriage, dogs, and mass consumption of cocktails. I’m here
to do my part to bust the drought. I find it gratifying to make people chuckle.

What do you think sets Uncorked & Off the Chain apart from other books in this genre?
Mine is a fresh, new voice with unique style and perspective garnered from decades of acute observation
of the human condition. Uncorked dispatches enough outrageous, offbeat moxie and zing to generate
buzz.
The book differs from most in today’s essay-centric, literary humor genre in that its average entry is one
to two pages—quick reads for a busy life. In that sense, Uncorked is stylistically similar to George Carlin’s
books and will, I believe, reach a vast underserved market of readers looking for quick-hitting,
scintillating material.

